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Kea Church PCC Standing Committee (SC) 

Minutes of Meeting held Monday 9th October 2017 

 

Present: Marc Baker (MB) - Chair, Sian Goddard (SG), Graham Loveland (GL) - Secretary, Peter 
Short (PS), Alan Stanhope (AS), Jean Stanhope (JS), John Taylor (JT). 

MB welcomed and thanked members of the Committee for their expertise and contributions 
and then opened in prayer. 
 

1. Apologies for absence 

Jonathan Larkin (JL). 

 

2. Approval of Minutes of meeting of 12th June. 

Approved and signed. 

 

3. Matters Arising  

3.1 Update on actions (numbers refer to sections in Minutes of meeting of 12th June) 

3.1 The Fit for Purpose Group revised paper had been produced and accepted by the PCC. 
MB and the Wardens had met and agreed on additional people to invite to join the 
Leadership Teams. Once membership of the Teams was finalised then training would be 
arranged. 

3.2 Jan Allen had agreed to help in the areas of buildings and fundraising. 

3.3.1 The potential arrangement for a SWYM worker to be shared with Highertown had 
fallen through. 

4.5 New laptops had been purchased and were waiting to be installed. 

6 The person from whom it had been difficult to obtain a DBS form had been removed from 
one rota but it emerged that they are still involved in another area that requires DBS 
clearance. 

Action: MB to address the situation with the person concerned. 

 

3.2 Staff Recruitment 

Potential Curate. MB had met with a suggested candidate but it was felt that placement would 
not work. It now looks unlikely we will have a curate in 2018. A curate in 2019 was much more 
likely. Accordingly MB had indicated to the Bishop that he would not be able to take up the post 
of Rural Dean at the current time. 

Youth Minister (YM). SG said that with the outline produced previously and following discussions 
with MB she was ready to circulate a proposed Job Description to PCC members for review and 
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comment before advertising. The interview team would comprise MB, SG, Hilary Rowe, Debs 
Stanhope. Comments should be addressed to SG. 

Development Lead (DL). MB said a team consisting of MB, Julian Briscoe, Jan Allen, and Jonathan 
Larkin was working on the Job Description which was ready to go to PCC members. Advice was  
also being sought from the Diocesan Lawyer as to whether, in the light of the strategic nature of 
the role, it could acceptably be seen as a genuine occupational requirement to request Christian 
commitment in candidates. It was planned to employ psychometric testing of candidates to assist 
with selection.  

A potential conflict was seen in the role between not wanting the DL to get sucked into too many 
day-to -day administrative issues versus the need for a member of paid staff to take on certain 
areas for which it had proved difficult to get volunteers to take responsibility, e.g. compliance, 
risk management. Comments should be addressed to Jan Allen. 

It was emphasized that in both roles the necessity was for the appointed person to lead a team 
and not to do all the work themselves. 

 

3.3 Bishop’s Conference Update and Development Plan Update 

The Bishop’s written version of the Conference was somewhat at odds with our own PCC 
Development Plan. MB was in contact with the Bishop to seek to amend and clarify things. 

MB reported as follows on progress with the individual items on the Development Plan (numbers 
refer to the numbered elements of the plan visible on the PCC area of the website). 

K1. Renewed Focus on Prayer. In hand but Maureen and Fenella were finding difficulties in 
getting others to take the lead in prayer meetings. 

K2. Improve communications. Good progress with the Vision and Values preaching 
programme planned and the new website active. 

K3 and K4. Improving Stewardship and Identifying Gifts. Dependent on appointment of DL. 

S1. Appointment of DL by November 2017. Tight but not impossible. 

S2. Appointment of YM by January 2018. Should be possible. 

F1. Internal reordering of All Hallows. No progress. The AHLT do not have the capacity to 
progress the necessary investigative work. 

J2. Third Sunday Club group. New workers are now available but children’s numbers vary so 
the need for the extra group is unclear. 

J3. Cross-age interaction. No progress. 

J4. Parenting Course. Started. 

G1. Truro business outreach. Breakfast started. 

S3. Appointment of Curate. Probably not in 2018 (see 3.1 above). 

F2/F3. Old Kea developments. Mostly on track. 

H1. Lanterns. MB now involved with teaching. 

H3. 2nd Release Group has started but there is a need to replace Clare as Release Group 
Manager. This will require co-ordination with CAP Head Office and a new Manager to be 
trained. 

Job Club. Now launched by Grace Church. 
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It was agreed that progress on implementation of the Plan would form a regular item on PCC 
meeting agendas. 

Action: GL for PCC meeting agendas and to direct PCC members to the website to view the 
Plan. 

 

3.3 Joint Working with other Anglican Churches across Truro 

MB reported positive conversations with the Vicar at Highertown, but sought views on areas to 
consider as we develop these relationships. 

Joint working already existed in a number of smaller areas and planned developments (e.g. the 
Youth Hub) would extend this but the general preference emerging from discussion was to allow 
the relationship to grown over time as opportunities for joint working arise. 

 

4. Managing Risk 

AS repeated his concern, as expressed at the September PCC meeting, that risk is not being taken 
seriously, that the church’s buildings and practices include risks that are not being adequately 
addressed and that no-one is taking overall responsibility for remediation. Ideas proffered 
included a “Risk Champion” for each congregation, for Team Leaders to be particularly alert for 
risks in their individual areas, for a paid member of staff to have an overview (but with current 
staffing it is not clear who would do that). Discussion produced no single universally agreed 
solution.   

AS agreed to continue to try to cover the area till the 2018 APCM, at which point the aim would 
be to recruit someone to the PCC with specific responsibility for this area as a first step in the 
direction of PCC members having specific portfolios of responsibility. 

At the same time it was emphasized that the PCC as a body is corporately responsible and needs 
to be more aware of its responsibilities and that there is a need for someone from the PCC to 
oversee risk now. 

 

5. Finance 

5.1 Finance Update 

Picking up on a question from the September PCC meeting JT said that the number of 
contributors to the PGS was 63. A number of donors were still directing their giving to the 
Mission Trust, Youth and CAP accounts. This gave rise to unnecessary complications with 
bookkeeping: JT urged that people be encouraged to give via the PGS. 

JT said that giving was holding up but had flattened. 

 

5.2 Budget 

JT described his approach to preparing the budget for 2018, which showed an ongoing deficit and 
consequent erosion of cash reserves, and emphasized the need to inform the church as early as 
possible of the direction of finances. 

Three large elements (MMF, Mission, Staffing) provide the only real opportunities for making 
substantial savings on the cost side, none of which were viewed as attractive; the issue was with 
giving rather than with costs, with most of the income coming from a small number of donors. 
The budget as presented gave rise to real doubts as to whether it was financially or pastorally 
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wise to proceed with the proposed Youth and Strategic Operations appointments, especially as 
the size of the deficit for 2018 closely matched the costs of employment of the two posts under 
consideration.  It was felt that returning to the practice of identifying Youth and CAP as separate 
funds might help to emphasize the need for giving to support these activities, but only provided 
any forthcoming hypothecated giving was additional and not just a switch from giving to the 
general fund. 

Actions: 

JT to project end year cash reserves for 2017, 2018, 2019 

JT to identify levels of historic giving to Youth and CAP Funds so as to obtain some pointers as 
to the level that might be forthcoming in the future. 

JT to put Old Kea Pillars below the line in the budget and the PCC would have to authorise that 
funding at a future time. PCC should also be asked to specifically agree the MMF budget and 
the Missions budget. 

SG to prepare a giving campaign for the church on the financial position and on the needs. 

 

5.3 Expense Claim Forms 

MB said that JT’s proposed form did not adequately indicate which budget line an item of 
expenditure should be set against; it was important that the bookkeeper did not have to make 
decisions as to how to code an item of expenditure and that Budget Holders were asked to agree 
expenditure in their budget area. In addition the form was still too directed towards the needs of 
reimbursing clergy expenses and insufficiently directed towards the needs of volunteers. 

Action: JT to propose a revised and simplified form to take account of these points. 

 

5.4 Budget Holders’ Update 

AS said that we do not currently have a delegated budget system that works. Budget holders are 
not aware of how much they have spent against their budget. 

Action: JT to review how best to meet the needs of budget holders for relevant data. 

 

6. Matters for the PCC Agenda 

No additional matters were identified. 

 

SG closed the meeting in prayer. 


